
observations in the elimination of all germ varieties from infected individuals and 
demonstrate beyond the value of the acid injections in augmenting the purely natural 
phagocytic activity.  
     Besides the removal of germs, another daily problem of the surgeon and those in 
general practice is the healing of wounds. Here, too, nature makes constant use of the 
ubiquitous activities of the white blood cells as shown by Dr. Carrel in 1922: "The 
existence of mechanisms causing leucocytes to invade tissue in need of repair is certain. 
The initiation of healing seems to depend on the coming of the leucocytes to the wounded 
tissue. The leukocytes have the important function of promoting cell multiplication in the 
parts of the organisms where they accumulate." 
     The truth of the observation of Dr. Carrel may be quickly demonstrated by an artificial 
stimulation of the white cells by giving a few daily intravenous injections of hydrochloric 
acid in preparation of patients for elective operations or in the treatment of ulcers or 
infected or clean wounds. Surgeons will see an astonishingly small number of infected 
sutures and a marked hastening of the repair of the surgical wounds and shortening of the 
convalescence, particularly if the injections of the acid be given every day or every other 
day after the operation. 
     In recommending the hydrochloric acid injections for the stimulation of all known and 
unknown forces of resistance in the treatment of infective diseases, the writer does so 
with full confidence in the safety of the procedure and the delightful freedom from the 
annoyances of the inflammatory reaction so often seen after intravenous injections. 
 
Table 2: Phagocytic Activity in White Blood Cells 
 
Before HCl        Two Hours After HCl   24 Hours After HCl     
1%---6 bacteria        2%---8 bacteria          15%--- over 20 bacteria 
21%--2 bacteria        2%---6 bacteria            3%       "  19    " 
1%--- 1 bacteria       3%---4 bacteria             1%       "  18    " 
------------------         25%---2 bacteria            2%      "  17    " 
23% phagocytic     ----------------------            3%      "  16   " 
77% non-phagocytic  32%-- phagocytic          1%       "  15   " 
                          68% -- phagocytic          3%      "  14    " 
                                                                         2%      "  14    " 
                                                           4%     "  13    " 
                                                         1%      "  12    " 
                                                          2%     "  10    " 
                                                        34%     "  1-10 " 
                                         -------------------------------- 
                                                         71% phagocytic 
                                                                         29% non-phagocytic 
 
     Readers of The Medical World have only to recall the astonishing results in the 
treatment of cancer and many infections reported by Dr. Walter B. Guy, of St. Augustine, 
Florida, following the acid injections with his own addition of various chlorides and 
potassium salts to know that some powerful force is added to resistance. My good friend 
Dr. Guy and I are not agreed as to the reasons for the results. He attributes the undoubted 


